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Editorial
\

Mr. Bundys urifinished chapter
On Sept. 6, giving the keynote address at the University

war movement and fomenting race riots in the 1960s.

of Maryland conference "On Deterrence," McGeorge

Now a senior adviser to candidate Walter Mondale, he

Bundy made it official that the Anglo-American Liberal

is the acknowledged "chairman" of the U.S. Liberal

Establishment has written off West Germany as part of

Establishment; it was probably he who gave Henry A.

the "New Yalta" deal with Moscow to stop the U.S.

Kissinger his marching orders to propose the strategic

Strategic Defense Initiative from becoming a practical

decoupling of Europe from the United States in the

reality. Bundy confirmed what this publication has been

notorious Time magazine article of March 5, 1984.

warning about since January of this year-that the So

It is not that Bundy is necessarily "pro-communist."

viet Union could overrun West Germany, the heart of

Bundy, Kissinger et al. belong to a faction which since

the Western European alliance with the United States,

the postwar period has clamored for a single world

with the willing complicity of treasonous forces in the

government, under the rule of oligarchical families.
Tutored by the late, evil Bertrand Russell, they have

West.
Waving aside the massive and accumulating evi

wielded the terror of thermonuclear war as the means

dence.of a Soviet military-strategic menace to Western

of destroying national sovereignty and blocking tech

Europe, Bundy stated, "I put very low the prospect of

nological progress throughout the West. The Strategic

a Soviet aggressive action in Europe in the mode and

Defense Initiative, were it to be carried out on a crash

manner of Hitler." He went on to make a blatant invi

basis as urged by Lyndon LaRouche, would end all of

tation to Soviet aggression: "All they could get in Eu

that.

rope without facing a European deterrent is West Ger
many, and that would be an unfinished chapter."
For what is our West German ally to be so callously

on classical republican principles, NATO has tended

sacrificed? For the cause of preventing the Strategic

from its founding in 1948 to become precisely the world

Defense Initiative, the ballistic missile defense system

federalist military government of Europe that Russell

first publicly proposed in Febrary 1982 by EIR chief

and his cohorts plotted after the war to maintain their

executive Lyndon LaRouche, and adopted on March

rule. New institutions must be brought into being to

23, 1983 by President Reagan. Bundy charged that

rescue the Western alliance from the one-worldist oli

Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger's pledge that a

garchs who are now determined to destroy it, and re

"completely reliable" defense system could make nu

build that alliance, on the cultural basis of the American

clear missiles impotent and obsolete is "imbecilic." In

Revolution and the German classics of Schiller and

the meantime, such an "imbecilic" defense system is

Beethoven.

being developed at breakneck speed by the Soviets.

64

To stop them, it is not enough to simply reassert the
NATO alliance. Rather than a military alliance based

The one new institution that has been formed for

McGeorge Bundy, descendant of some of Ameri

this urgent purpose is the trans-Atlantic Schiller Insti

ca's most elite treasonous Boston families, is not new

tute founded last spring by Helga Zepp-LaRouche,

to the business of selling out America and the West to

which will hold its second international conference next

its enemies, nor is he, unfortunately, only a crackpot.

weekend Sept. 21-23 in Wiesbaden, West Germany,

Bundy served as White House Special Assistant on

with over a thousand Europeans and Americans in at

National Security during the cover-up of the conspiracy

tendance. That conference must receive the maximum

that killed President John F. Kennedy in 1963. He was

of institutional support from the United States, to finish

president of the Ford Foundation when it was funding

Mr. Bundy and his Kremlin friends' "chapter" before

the creation of the terrorist left out of the student anti-

it ever begins.
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